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Curious about the chains that bound Fenriswulf in Norse mythology? Or the hut of Baba Yaga,

the infamous witch of Russian folklore? Containing more than one thousand detailed entries on

the magical and mythical items from the different folklore, legends, and religions the world over,

this encyclopedia is the first of its kind. From Abadi, the named stone in Roman mythology to

Zul-Hajam, one of the four swords said to belong to the prophet Mohammed, each item is

described in as much detail as the original source material provided, including information on

its origin, who was its wielder, and the extent of its magical abilities. The text also includes a

comprehensive cross-reference system and an extensive bibliography to aid researchers.

About the AuthorTheresa Bane, a professional vampirologist, has appeared on numerous

podcasts, television, and radio shows for her expertise on the undead and is the author of

other books on unusual phenomena. She lives in Staunton, Virginia. --This text refers to the

paperback edition.
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PrefaceThis encyclopedia of mythical items may well be the first of its kind, a volume dedicated

wholly to naming and describing in as much detail as provided in the original source material

the magical abilities of the possessions and weapons of folkloric heroes and gods. To maintain

this book’s integrity as a useful tool for academics and researchers, I did not include any items

from fiction (popular or otherwise), save for those items originating from traditional fairy

tales.As there are no other books of this specific subject matter on the market to compare

against, every precaution was taken to ensure that the items chosen for inclusion would prove

useful not only to readers and researchers of today but also those of tomorrow and for years to

come. For this reason, items that are modern literary and intellectual creations were not

included. For instance, as a fan of the popular television show Vampire Diaries, set in the

fictional town of Mystic Falls, Virginia (which, according to a map shown in one episode, is set

about 12 miles southeast of my own home), I am aware that on the show there is an item said

to be difficult to obtain: a daylight ring. This item, according to the lore of the show, when worn

by a vampire, allows the creature to walk unharmed and unhindered in daylight. This bit of

magic, being original to the mythology of Vampire Diaries and its spinoff companion shows,

Originals and Legacies, will not appear in this book.Items included are those mentioned (if not

specifically by name, then at least by excellent description) as the amazing and powerful items



utilized by the gods of the world’s various religions. Of these, the ones that most immediately

spring to mind, I suspect, would be those from the old Norse religion, most notably Mjolnir, the

named hammer of the god of thunder, Thor. Due to Thor’s popularity in recent times, thanks to

modern comics and movie franchises, I imagine that many people are familiar with this

weapon, though blissfully unaware of the amount of artistic license that has been taken with it

for the sake of contemporary storytelling. Modern moviegoers are likely unaware that,

according to the original mythology, Thor needed to wear his iron gloves (Jarngreipr) to wield

the hammer in order to compensate for its short shaft.Furthermore, I have also included the

items named in the various folklore traditions from around the world, such as the stories of

Reynard the Fox and the numerous works devoted to the lore of King Arthur. I did this not

because they were works of popular fiction in their day, or because they are still being told

centuries later, but because their message is timeless and as relevant to modern readers as it

was to the first audience who heard these stories. Society chooses to keep these stories alive

and, I imagine, will continue to do so for centuries to come.As with my previous works—

encyclopedic tomes on vampires, demons, fairies, monsters, spirits, giants, and mythic

locations—I consulted and utilized every viable reference source that cataloged folklore,

legends, mythologies, and world religions. In addition to art reference books, history books,

and works of anthropology and sociology, most of my material came directly from the

scriptures of our numerous religions.Often I had to sit back and make hard decisions regarding

what items would be included and which would not. There are few people who would rationally

argue that Birga (the magical spear of Fionn mac Cumhaill), the endless bag of rice (popular in

Japanese lore), or the lasso of sixty loops (from the Persian epic poem Shahnameh) actually

exist. I feel it is safe to say that archaeologists are not holding their breath each time they put a

spade into the earth in the hopes that this will be the time they unearth one of these items.

However, the gopher-wood ark of Noah is a more complicated matter.Was the world thrown

into watery chaos to literally wipe the slate clean? Many of the world religions have such a tale,

and in some of these stories a man built a box-like sailing vessel, collected up two of every

animal (as well as his extended family), and survived the global natural disaster. Legend says

the ark eventually ran aground in the mountains as the waters receded. It is not the most far-

fetched story that comes to us from an ancient religion. In fact, the Old Testament book of

Genesis gives fairly precise directions as to how such a vessel should be constructed. Biblical

archaeologists have sought to discover this lost ark. Money is spent on expeditions to find it;

sane, rational, scientific-minded people believe it is real and is just waiting to be discovered.

For me, Noah’s ark is less a mythological item and more akin to a crypto-archaeological

artifact. As with the King Cheetah or Bigfoot—crypto-zoological animals sighted but yet to be

proven to exist by science—I chose to err on the side of restraint and withhold its entry. Many

other items are not included in this book based on this line of reasoning.As a professional

vampirologist—a mythologist who specializes in cross-cultural vampire studies—I work on

several books at one time: aside from my primary focus, there are always multiple other books

stewing on my mental back burner. As I do my research, I catalog every tidbit of information I

can: typing out names and including descriptions, adding a source and page number in case I

need to revisit the original material at a future date, and then electronically filing the information

away under a broad heading, such as “demon,” “fairy,” “vampire” or (as in this case) “item.”

Eventually, I amass enough information to write my next book, an undertaking that takes about

a year to complete once I sit down and set my mind to it.From the beginning, I knew there

would be enough material to warrant a book on the subject of mythological items, but I was

concerned that it would be heavy with objects from Arthurian lore and Norse mythology. This



worry reminded me to be more mindful of other cultures and seek out what would not be easy

to find. A bit tricky, as I was not sure what I was looking for, precisely, but I was confident that I

would recognize it when I found it.In my reference library, I am partial to Phyllis Ann Karr’s book

on Arthurian mythology, The Arthurian Companion. Although this source contains her personal

opinions and summations, it is well cited and lists various items not covered in other books.A “

must-have” book that I recommend everyone own a copy of is Heilan Yvette Grimes’s The

Norse Myths. Its only potential rival is, perhaps, H.A. Guerber’s Myths of the Norsemen. Both of

these books are rich enough to give readers a solid working knowledge of the subject.As is my

usual practice, I have made use of older books that claim to be the written transcriptions of the

original oral folklore and tales traditionally told by the people of various nations. For me, the

older the copyright, the better. In truth, I am partial to long, compound-complex sentences that

are not afraid to embrace a semicolon. For my money, it matters not if the language and

spelling is antiquated. Some of my best research material has a publication date from the mid-

to late 1700s and 1800s. The language is richer, more verbose. These earlier editions best

reflect the authors’ original intent; it was a time when a researcher could speak the undiluted

truth without fear of ridicule or having to water down ideas to comply with the mainstream

thinking of the times. It’s simply more pure.After selecting which entries will make it into the

book, I write each one out, mindful to include only the information cited in the source material;

whenever possible, I like to use at least three sources per entry. I use fewer only when the

source is highly reputable. I condense the entry to just the facts as they are presented and

collate them. I do not elaborate or speculate. I include only information gleaned from reliable

source material. My goal now, as it has been since my first encyclopedic work, is to offer brief, 

information-rich descriptions for each entry without adding my own commentary.I would like to

express my deep appreciation to my devoted and supportive husband, T. Glenn Bane, whose

favorite question to me is “What letter are you on now?” Without him, this book would not have

been possible.

IntroductionOnce upon a time, about two and a half million years ago, ancient man picked up a

stone, admired some quality of it, and fashioned it into the very first tool. It was this act that

gave us an edge over the other primates. Tools and weapons made up for our lack of claws,

teeth, and natural armor. Over the eons, our tool usage (combined with an ability to adapt to

change) allowed us to capture the dominant position on the food chain, becoming not only an

apex predator but also the dominant creature on the planet.As with everything else under the

sun, there were some ancient humans who were better at tool making than the other members

of their tribes. This natural talent would give those individuals certain advantages, if not perks,

among their people. As time wore on and humankind evolved, so, too, did that particular talent

for constructing tools. Those who could do it well, who could construct a tool worth keeping

and possibly even passing down to future generations, must have been held in high esteem.

And their tools, with their superior craftsmanship coveted by others, well, they must have

seemed downright magical.Fire is a terrifying force of nature—it kills indiscriminately, damaging

(if not destroying) everything it encounters. What- or whoever survives an encounter with fire

suffers the painful wounds it leaves in its wake. Fire is so dangerous and deadly a force that

nearly all living creatures are hardwired to fear it. With this in mind, can you imagine what it

must have been like when the first person presented to his tribe his intentional creation of fire?

It would have been an awe-inspiring and remarkable moment. It is no wonder that, thousands

of years later, magical weapons from every culture on the planet would include, among their

many other qualities, the ability to spew fire.At some point, between 30,000 and 50,000 years



ago, the hands of a sentient being put an intentional edge to a bit of flint, shaped it to their

liking, and used it to skin an animal with ease. I wonder how wide those first set of eyes

became when a laborious task was suddenly made easy. When a sharpened stone was tied to

the end of a stick—a process that anthropologists call hafting—and used as a spear, that

moment must have seemed inspired. I suspect that very first unnamed spear, the original one

with the new and innovative advancement of being weaponized with a bit of flint secured to the

end, became a prized possession. This proto-spear possessed the ability to kill a target faster

and neater, not to mention with far less danger to its wielder. But its most remarkable feature

was that it “worked” no matter who used it. Anyone could pick it up and kill with relative ease,

skin their prize, and cook it with fire, preserving the food they did not immediately eat.What

strange and interesting times our primordial ancestors lived in.I speak of these innovations—

the use of stone-cutting tools, spears, and the willful creation of fire—because these items

were at one point in our time line the most important objects a person could have. With them,

life was possible, even if not easy. Without them, death was imminent. Because these items

were so important to the development of early human culture, society, and ultimately

civilization as we know it, these possessions would take on a life of their own. A particular

spear well crafted by a person of skill may have been given its own name and regarded as

more than special because of its vital importance among the people who used it. It stands to

reason that if a warrior could become renowned for his combat prowess and hunting capability,

then his weapon (an extension of himself) might also be assumed to be “more than” another

weapon. Only a warrior of particular skill could handle such a weapon, and therefore the

weapon itself took on an identity and had its own story to tell. King Arthur is associated with

Excalibur, but many knights used it; only Thor could wield Mjolnir.It is no wonder that there are

so many magical swords in our collective fairy tales, folklore, mythologies, and religions.

Swords are widely symbolic. They represent authority, justice, power, protection, and

righteousness, as well as the qualities we want our heroes and kings to have: courage, honor,

strength, and truthfulness. To have a sword was literally to hold the power to change the course

of history in the palm of your hand.Certainly a skilled warrior with a sword made by a fine

swordsmith would make for a good story character, but not a relatable one. It took time and

resources to develop the specialized skills required to utilize a sword in such a way as to alter

history. Normal folks are often the real heroes of some of our best and oldest tales. These are

the people who sweat and toil for a meager existence and cannot afford to devote their energy

to dreams of changing their stars, let alone actually doing it—unless, of course, they happen

upon a magical sword. In these instances, possession of such a weapon is more than enough

for the poorest and most downtrodden (though otherwise brave and good) farmhand to slay the

dragon, rescue the princess, and win a kingdom of his very own where everyone lives happily

ever after.In the tales of King Arthur’s court, all the knights of the Round Table had to prove

themselves brave and noble warriors of great renown just to audition for a chance to be

included in the outer circle. It then took quite the epic quest (literally) to join Arthur’s innermost

cadre. However, his most humble and devoted knights have the most impressive victories and

heartfelt stories. Lancelot may have the eye of the queen and the ladies of the court, in addition

to being a warrior supreme, but it is Sir Galahad who ultimately finds the Holy Grail.When I

began the enterprise of writing this volume, I wanted it to be more than the next encyclopedia

in the line of encyclopedic tomes I have written. I wanted this one to enhance the other books,

to add on to the story the other volumes told. When reading about Fenriswulf (Fenerriswulf/

Fenrissulfrin) and his part in the Norse mythology, the fetters that bound him—Dromi, Gleipnir,

and Laedingr—had a story of their own. Admittedly, theirs was not as grand or as in depth as



the story of who they bound, but it was a tale that needed to be told. Not because I said so, but

because the people who created the myth deemed it to be so when they named the items and

told their tales.When the time came to actually begin, I searched the Internet for a preexisting

book covering the same subject matter. When I found none, I wondered why no one else had

attempted this task. I already knew from personal experience that there are several role-

playing game books from numerous companies that have supplemental volumes covering the

subject I was tackling, but as both a game designer and a die-hard gamer, I already knew

these books would not be helpful. To begin with, the objects would be described in the context

of each game’s system, and if the world that the item was to be used in had a preexisting

backstory (and nearly all of them do), the item’s description could not be trusted, as it would be

altered to fit into the fictional world.I was in uncharted waters, again, writing the book I wanted

in my own library. And although any mythological book worth its cover price would contain

some artifacts, I was not willing to settle for just the mainstream and most popular items from

the most common folklores and mythologies. It was going to take untold hours of research to

write the book I would want to buy for myself at any price.This work contains the largest

bibliography among my books for a reason: I was always looking for just one more entry to

include. There were many items I did not include because they ultimately turned out to be real

(such as elf arrows and Admiral Horatio Nelson’s Chelengk) or at one time existed but have

since been destroyed or lost (as is the case for the Scepter of Dagobert). Other items not

included were artifacts claiming to be real (such as Confederate gold and the many small

slivers of wood said to be taken from the cross upon which Christ was crucified). Additionally, I

did not include the Veil of Veronica or the Shroud of Turin. Frauds or divine miracles? It is

irrelevant for the purposes of this book. They each exist and thus can been examined, seen,

and touched. Thousands of pages of research have been documented and published about

these items. I’d say that they are about as real as it gets.One of the first decisions I made was

to exclude all spells or colleges of magic. I did not want to create a grimoire of any sort.

Magical spells are uncountable, and if a researcher were ever to attempt to cover this subject,

the effort would no doubt be limited to a single culture or type of magic. And even then, the

variations of any given spell would be too broad to cover with any amount of confidence.Also

not included were the many amulets (used for protection against someone or something) and

the talismans (used to attract or bring something to you) existing in various cultures,

subcultures, and regional beliefs. Whether “real” or sympatric magic matters not—these

charms are real; they can be purchased and directions for customizing and making your own

from scratch can be read online. This is a topic worthy of its own book, but outside my range of

expertise. However, if such a book ever does come on the market, I will most assuredly

purchase two copies: one for reading and one for writing notes in the margins.Each time I had

to exclude a potential entry, I challenged myself to replace it. There were many items from

ancient Celtic, Greek, Japanese, and Norse sources that were easy to find and that I had

already included. I mined those myths more deeply, finding lesser-known magical

accoutrements, gems, and weapons. I then turned my attention to lore and legends often

overlooked in the West, such as those from ancient India, ancient Egypt, North and South

American Indian tribes, Muslim lore, and Russia folktales, to name but a few.Knowing that I

would want my faith properly represented when written about by someone who does not share

my beliefs I have attempted to maintain accuracy, neutrality and respect regarding all religions

about which I write. I would hope that those who read this book will be seeking knowledge for

the sake of better understanding of another culture or people and discovering why a particular

item is so important in a specific mythos. I will never know what questions a person brings to



one of my books, but I hope that within its pages I have supplied readers with enough

information to find the answers they seek.This book was written with the intent of being an all-

inclusive encyclopedia of the many folkloric, legendary, and mythological items used by

common folks, heroes, and the gods themselves. Each entry includes (whenever possible) the

name of the original source material, as full a description of the item as the source materials

provided, the magical abilities or innate power the item possessed, how it came into existence,

and who owned or wielded it. Words and names presented in Small Caps are cross references

to their own entries elsewhere in the book, allowing the reader to follow the flow of information

from one entry to another, linking together all the related knowledge of a single item.Because

information, language, and meaning change over time, some items’ names have multiple

spellings. Also, an item can have different names depending on which culture is telling its story.

Something in Chinese folklore will not have the same name that it does in Korean or Japanese

stories even though it is, for all intents and purposes, the same item in essentially the same

tale. Because there are some items with many alternate names, I selected not the name I

preferred, but rather the name that was most commonly used in all the works cited.In such

cases when an item has multiple names or variations on how its name is spelled, all alternates

are listed directly under the main entry under the heading of “Variations.” All alternative names

are presented alphabetically and are also listed independently in the index.

The EncyclopediaAbadiIn Roman mythology, Abadi was the stone that the god Saturn was

given to eat by his wife, Ops; he believed it to be his newborn son, Jupiter.In Phoenician

mythology, Abadir was the name given to stones shaped like a cone; these were the oldest

symbols of the Phoenician gods.Sources: McClintock and Strong, Cyclopedia of Biblical,

Theological, and Ecclesiastical Literature: Supplement, Volume 1, 4; Smedley, Encyclopædia

Metropolitana, Volume 14, 13AbylaVariation: Pillars of HeraclesAbyla was one of the two pillars

that the demigod and legendary hero Heracles toppled in classical Greek mythology, Calpe

being the other. These pillars marked the end of the known world. Most versions of this story

say Heracles traveled through many countries, and when he reached the frontiers of Europe

and Libya, he constructed two pillars and placed one on each side of the Straits of Gibraltar.

Collectively, the two pillars were known as the Pillars of Heracles. However, in one telling of the

tale, originally a mountain stood in that place, but Heracles tore it asunder, separating it into

two, allowing the sea to freely pass between the passageway he created.Sources: Morris, New

Universal Graphic Dictionary of the English Language, 1020; Smith, A Classical Dictionary of

Greek and Roman Biography, Mythology and Geography, 398; Trumbull, The Threshold

Covenant, or The Beginning of Religious Rites, 100AcadineIn Sicilian folklore, the Acadine was

said to be a magical fountain with the ability to reveal whether a document was truthful.

According to legend, any document that contained falsehoods, when placed into the fountain,

would immediately sink to the bottom, whereas truthful and sincere items would remain afloat.

The fountain was also used, according to the lore, to test the fidelity, promises, and oaths

people made; it was said that any who had broken their promises or otherwise proved to be

false could not drink its water.Sources: Brewer, Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1900, 8; de

Genlis, Tales of the Castle, Volume 3, 12Acherontian Books, theOriginating in Etruscan

mythology, the Acherontian Books were once said to be the most celebrated books of augury

(meaning the interpretation of omens) in the known world. These books, which explained how

to sacrifice animals to the gods so as to reveal aspects of the future through the release of

their souls, supposedly came from the god Jupiter and were given to his grandson, a demigod

named Tages.Sources: Brewer, Dictionary of Phrase and Fable 1900, 8; Winning, “On the 



Aegypto-Tuscan ‘Daemonology,’” 649acqua della concordiaVariation: acqua della discordiaSaid

to be a magical potion used by Neapolitan witches, acqua della concordia was believed to be

able to restore the love between children and their parents as well as the love between

husbands and wives.Sources: Andrews, “Neapolitan Witchcraft,” 4adamantineA mythological

substance, adamantine (“unconquerable” or “untamable”) was noted for its ability to affect the

gods. In classical Greek mythology, adamantine was the metal created by Gaea and used to

make the grey-colored Harpe (or sickle—sources conflict) that her son Cronus (“Time”;

Chronos/Cronos/Kronos/Saturn), a Titan and the god of time, used to castrate his father,

Uranus (“Heaven”; Ouranos). This substance appears to be a key element in many Greek

myths: An adamantine sword (also known as Harpe) was given to the demigod and hero

Perseus by Hermes (Roman god Mercury), the god of animal husbandry, commerce,

eloquence, fertility, language, looters, luck, sleep, thieves, trade, travel, and wealth, so Perseus

would be able to decapitate the Gorgon Medusa. An adamantine sickle (or the sword Harpe—

sources conflict) was used by Zeus (Roman god Jupiter), the god of fate, kings, lightning, sky,

and thunder, to battle the Titan known as Typhon (Typhoes/Typhaon/Typhos). The wall of

Tartarus had an adamantine gate guarded by the Fury Tisiphone, and the helmet of demigod

and legendary hero Heracles was also said to be made of adamantine. Another Greek myth

claims that the maiden Asteria, in order to escape the sexual advances of Zeus, transformed

herself into a boulder and sank to the bottom of the sea; Zeus then caused the stone to rise to

the surface and secured it to the bottom of the sea with an adamantine chain, thereby creating

the island Asteria. In Norse mythology, adamantine chains were used to bind the god Loki to

his underground prison (although other versions of the myth claim that it was the intestines of

his own son).Throughout ancient history, the words adamantine and adamant were used to

refer to any extremely hard substance; by the Middle Ages, the word referred to

diamonds.Sources: Hansen, Classical Mythology, 96, 137–38; Hesiod, Hesiod’s Theogony, 37–

38; Smith, Smaller Classical Mythology, 6, 41, 59; West, Hesiod: Theology, 215adaroAccording

to Melanesian folklore, adaro (loosely, “the shadow of fire”) is the bad part of a soul’s

substance that lingers near a body after a person dies; this substance may develop into a

ghost. If the adaro becomes a ghost, wizards can use these spirits to harm others; the cost of

this hire is usually a pig. To protect against this danger, another wizard must be hired to have

another adaro act in defense. The battle between these two spirits is said to happen with

spears, invisibly, over the afflicted person. Occasionally, the ghost will manifest as a gar or

flying fish and bite its prey—fatally.Sources: Codrington, The Melanesians, 196; Mackenzie,

Myths from Melanesia and Indonesia, 177–78, 206adder stoneVariations: adder-bead, adder’s

gem, Adderstanes, aggri, Aggry, druidical bead, druid’s stone, Glain Neidr, Gloine nan Druidh

(“Druids’ glass”), hag stones, Milpreve, serpent stone, serpent’s eggs, snake’s eggs, witch

stonesPopular in ancient British folklore, the adder stone is described as round, perforated,

and possessed of the ability to cure the poisonous bite of an adder. Often worn as a charm,

these stones also provided many other services to those who wore them, such as curing

whooping cough, warding off evil charms, preventing nightmares, protecting against eye

diseases, and seeing through fairy and witchcraft glamours.There are two different stories as

to how an adder stone is created. The first claims the stone is actually the hardened saliva of a

large clutch of serpents; the holes are made by the tips of the creatures’ tongues. The second

story of their origin claims the stones are in the heads of the adders and must be manually

removed. In either case, it is said that a true adder stone will float when dropped in

water.Sources: Campbell, Witchcraft & Second Sight in the Highlands & Islands of Scotland,

84; Daniels and Stevens, Encyclopedia of Superstitions, Folklore, and the Occult Sciences of



the World, Volume 2, 757; Grimassi, Encyclopedia of Wicca & Witchcraft, 201Adhab,

alAccording to Islamic mythology, the prophet Muhammad owned a collection of nine different

swords at the time of his death: al Adhab, al-Battar (see Batter), Dhu’l Fakar (see Dhual-

firqar), al Hatf (see Hatel), al Kadib, Kolaite, Mabur, al Mehdham, and al Rofub. Beyond its

name, nothing else is known of the sword al Adhab.Sources: Sale et al., An Universal History,

Part 2, Volume 1, 184AdylokVariations: Adolake, Adyloke, HathelokeAccording to Continental

Germanic mythology, Adylok was the good and swift sword forged by the legendary master

blacksmith, Wayland (Gofannon/Volund/Weiland/Weyland) the Smith; it belonged to Torrent of

Portyngale (Portugal).Sources: Carlyon-Brotton et al., British Numismatic Journal, Volume 1,

14; Halliwell-Phillipps, Torrent of Portugal, 34Aegis, theVariations: Aegis of Zeus, shield of

PerseusIn classical Greek mythology, the Aegis (“Violent Windstorm”) was the breastplate,

buckler, or shield belonging to Zeus (Roman god Jupiter), the god of fate, kings, lightning, sky,

and thunder; it was adorned with golden tassels and bore the image of a gorgoneion (a

Gorgon’s head). When shaken, Mount Ida would shake; thunder would roll throughout the sky,

sounding like the roar of a thousand dragons; and fear would fill the hearts of men. The Aegis

was symbolic of storm clouds. Although it is not certain what the Aegis actually was

(breastplate or shield), the magical nature of the item protected the bearer from any blow or

spear attack.Throughout the mythology, the shield was often loaned to Zeus’s daughter Athena

(Roman goddess Minerva), the goddess of crafts, military victories, war, and wisdom; rarely

offered to his son Apollo (“to destroy” or “to drive away”), the god of archery, art, healing,

hunting, knowledge, medicine, music, oracles, plague, prophecy, sun and light, truth, and

young unmarried men; and, on at least one occasion, used by the hero Perseus.Although it is

typically said to have been created Hephaistos (Hephaestus; Roman god Vulcan), the god of

bindings, the art of sculpture, fire, forges, metalworking, stonemasonry, and talismans, there

are many stories about the origin of the Aegis: Euripides claimed that the original owner of the

shield was a Gorgon and that it was made of goatskin (the image of the creature later added

by Perseus to show his thanks). Another myth claims the Aegis is not a shield, but rather a

cuirass (a piece of armor made of a breastplate and backplate hinged or otherwise fastened

together) created by Athena from the skin she flayed off of the fire-breathing Chimera. A third

story claims the Aegis is the tanned skin of the monstrous giant Pallas, also killed by Athena. A

later myth says that Zeus skinned the goat Amalthea, who had nurtured him as an infant, in

order to make the shield to do battle against the Titans.Sources: : Berens, Myths and Legends

of Ancient Greece and Rome, 106; Graves, The Greek Myths, 21-23; Kerenyi, The Gods of the

Greeks, 50; Smith, A Classical Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography, Mythology and

Geography, 90, 139–40, 365, 369, 644, 1016aegis of Athena, theVariations: Aegis, Athena’s

aegis, shield of AthenaAccording to classical Greek mythology, the aegis of Athena (Roman

goddess Minerva), the goddess of crafts, military victories, war, and wisdom, was a breastplate

trimmed with tassels and emblazoned with the image of a gorgoneion so as to incite panic on

the battlefield. As described by Hesiod, this item of awesome power was created by the smith

of Olympus, Hephaistos (Hephaestus; Roman god Vulcan), the god of bindings, the art of

sculpture, fire, forges, metalworking, stonemasonry, and talismans; it was he who embedded

the head of the Gorgon Medusa into the aegis. Because the face of Medusa was so horrific to

behold, it could literally turn a man into stone; in this way, the aegis was able to paralyze with

fear any enemy who gazed upon it.Sources: Roberts, Encyclopedia of Comparative

Iconography, n.p.; Sears, Mythology 101, n.p.aegis of Fafnir, theVariations: aegis helm, dread

helm (“aegis-hjalmr”), Frightener’s helm, galea terrificaIn Norse mythology, the dragon god

Fafnir (Fafner) wore a helmet named Aegis (“Helmet of Dread”). Originally owned by his father,



Hreidmar, when Fafnir wore this helmet, it struck terror into the heart of any who saw

it.Sources: Coulter and Turner, Encyclopedia of Ancient Deities, 177; Morris and Magnusson,

The Saga Library, Volume 2, 492; Pickering, Beowulf, xxxixSourcesAegishjalmr (AIG-is-hyalm-

r)In Norse mythology, Aegishjalmr (“Helm of Awe”/“Helm of Terror”/“Terror Helm”) is the dark

and terrifying helmet of Aegir, the god of the sea, probably created by Ivaldi’s sons as part of

the Hodd Niflunga. When the helmet is donned, the already frightening appearance of the god

is intensified to such a degree as to fill a mortal with intense fear.In Wagnerian mythology, in

the Volsunga Saga, the Aegishjalmr is one of the items taken from the hoard of the dragon god

Fafnir (Fafner) by Sigurd (Siegfried/Sigmund). Although it does not reappear again in this

telling, the Lay of Fafnir and the Lay of Reign both say the helm has fear-inducing abilities;

however, neither credits it with having any shape-shifting ability.Sources: Dasent, Jest and

Earnest, Volume 2, 88–89; Grimes, The Norse Myths, 254; McConnell et al., The Nibelungen

Tradition, 162; Norroena Society, Asatru Edda, 333aglaophotisVariations: cynospastos,

kynospastos (“dog-dragged”)A magical herb mentioned throughout books of magic and

occultism, aglaophotis (“bright shining”) was the name often used interchangeably with the

peony in the ancient world. The second-century Roman author Aelian said that by night the

plant shone brightly, like the twinkling of a star, but by day it was indistinguishable from similar-

looking plants. According to Aelian, the only safe way to harvest the plant was by use of a dog.

First, the animal must not be fed for several days; then a strong cord was tied around the base

of the plant and looped over a tree branch, with the other end tied to the dog. Moving as far

from the plant as possible, the dog was then offered savory food in the hope that it would

uproot the plant. This method needed to be employed because it was believed that if a person

removed the aglaophotis from the ground, they would be stricken with an illness such as

blindness or perhaps, in extreme cases, die. With the rising of the sun, the dog would perish;

the harvester would then bury the animal in the spot where the plant was extracted to appease

the dog’s soul. Only after a proper burial was given to the dog could the plant be safe to use to

make cures for blindness and epilepsy.The philosopher Theophrastus (371 bce–287 bce)

warned that this plant could only be harvested during the night because if the woodpecker (a

diurnal bird) were to see it happen, the person cutting the roots of the plant would lose their

eyesight.Aglaophotis was more thoroughly described by the Greek author, botanist,

pharmacologist, and physician Dioscorides (40 ce–90 ce); he placed it in the peony family and,

in his five-volume work titled De Materia Medica, determined it to be useful in warding off

demons and the effects of witchcraft in addition to reducing fever.Sources: Frazer, Folk-lore in

the Old Testament, Volume 2, 388–89; Gerald, The Herball or Generall Historie of Plantes, 832;

Salverte, The Occult Sciences, Volume 1, 32agneyastraVariations: agney astra, agniastra, 

agni-astra, agniratha, agni-ratha, fiery javelin of BrahmaDivine weapons (astra) of fire

described in the ancient Sanskrit epics (Mahabharata and the Ramayana) from ancient India,

agneyastra are arrows, javelins, or some sort of non-edged projectile, like a rocket, imbued

with tremendous power. This weapon plays an important part in each of the major Sanskrit

epics. Each time the weapon is fired, it unleashes the firepower of a hundred flaming arrows

(and thus it is commonly used against an entire legion of men). It also is said to belch forth up

to five fiery black meteors, trailing thick black smoke in its wake, filling the air with the scent of

burning flesh.Created from seven elements, agneyastra are difficult for scholars to describe

physically, as the item also seems to manifest as a personal ability wielded by the user;

additionally, the Mahabharata says the agneyastra can paralyze a person, “locking their senses

fast in sleep,” and can cause a great storm capable of bringing forth either fire or water from the

heavens.Those who utilize this weapon are known as Sastra-devatas (“gods of divine



weapons”). Most commonly, the agneyastra is translated by scholars as “the fiery javelin of

Brahma.”Sources: Balfour, Cyclopædia of India and of Eastern and Southern Asia, Volume 3,

44; Blavatsky, Anthropogenesis, 629–30; Dowson, Classical Dictionary of Hindu Mythology and

Religion, 33, 271; Menon, The Mahabharata, Volume 2, 274, 355AindrastraIn Hindu mythology,

an astra is a supernatural weapon created or gifted by the gods to someone who then presides

over the weapon. The wielder of an astra is known as an astradhari.Aindrastra was a divine

weapon sent to Arjuna (“Spotless and Shining like Silver”), the heroic archer and main

character in the Sanskrit epic Mahabharata. He used it to destroy a large portion of the

Kaurava army, including the rakshasa Alambusa. However, Aindrastra was not as powerful an

astra as Bhargavastra.Sources: Menon, The Mahabharata Volume 1, 382; Subramaniam,

Mahabharata for Children, 175, 179AjagavVariations: Ajagava, Pinaka (“bow”)In the mythology

of ancient India, Ajagav was the name of several bows, including the primitive bow of the god

Shiva; it was said to have fallen from Heaven at the birth of the rishi Prithu, was made from the

horns of a cow and a goat, and had all the colors of the rainbow. In earlier texts, the bow

Ajagav is called Pinaka (“bow”). Two other owners of a bow with this name were the heroic

archer and main character in the Mahabharata, Arjuna (“Spotless and Shining like Silver”), and

Mandhatr. Because of its divine origins, Ajagav is considered an astra.Sources: Garg,

Encyclopaedia of the Hindu World, Volume 1, 264; Kramrisch, The Presence of Siva, 92, 469;

Sorensen, An Index to the Names in the Mahabharata, 27akashaIn Sanskrit, the word akasha

(“sky” or “space”) refers to the base material found in all things; it is used in Buddhism,

Hinduism, and Tibetan Bon to describe the experience of creative energy. It has no form and

cannot be seen, tasted, or touched; the only characteristic it can manifest is sound or

vibrations. Akasha is one of the five elements.In more modern times, the idea of akasha has

developed into a sort of comprehensible world memory—a vast, ethereal tablet of sorts—which

contains all the knowledge of the world, the universe, and life itself. It is believed that this

information may be accessed through a variety of methods, such as astral projection,

conversing with spirit guides, and meditation (to name but a few). This concept is more

commonly known as the Akasha Halls or the Akashic Records.Sources: Dalal, Hinduism, 17;

Hammer and Rothstein, Handbook of the Theosophical Current, 122Akshaya PatraIn Hindu

mythology, Akshaya Patra (“inexhaustible vessel”) was a golden receptacle; the god of the sun,

Surya, gave it to Yudishtira so he could feed the people who followed him into the Dwaita forest

for his 12-year banishment. Each day the receptacle would be full of food, and it would remain

so until Draupadi, the daughter of King Drupada of Panchal and mother of the

Upapandavashad eaten from it; after that, it would not produce any more food until the next

day.Sources: Satyamayananda, Ancient Sages, n.p.; Srivastava, Decoding the Metaphor

Mahabharata, n.p.AlatyrVariations: Ala’tyr, Father of all Stones, Latyr (see Latyr stone), Latygor

(“Stone”), Ldtyr, Vsem Kamnjam Kamen (“The All Stone”)In Russian folklore, Alatyr is a

magical stone with the ability to heal; it was placed in the center of Booyan Island upon the

World Tree and is guarded by two monsters. The first monster is a gigantic bird named

Gagana, armed with copper claws and an iron beak; the second is an enormous snake named

Garafena who lies in wait atop a bed of gold. Beneath the World Tree, there is a river whose

water carries some healing properties (thanks to Alatyr’s effect on the water).Alatyr is invoked

in many magical spells and incantations; it is believed that if it is not called upon, the spell will

fail.Sources: Bailey, An Anthology of Russian Folk Epics, 398; Dole, Young Folks History of

Russia, 51; Jakobson, Word and Language, 624; Ralston, Songs of the Russian People,

375albadaraVariations: Luz, Os sacrum
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Raze Arein, “Great reference. For those who like pictures, be forewarned there are none.

However, if you're into a brief, concise descriptions of various mythological objects, including

weapons and ships, even the Fountain of Youth and more, this is great book. It would do well in

providing a basis for creating your own objects for roleplays and/or stories. Also be forewarned,

however, for those who like a grueling essay on objects, this may be too bareboned for you,

such as its fellow Encyclopedia of Imaginary and Mythical Places, which is way too brief and

short in every description. I get brevity, but that was just ridiculous. This book, on the other

hand, serves its purpose as a refence and guide well, in my opinion.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Fantastic writer or researcher resource. I have used many of Bane's

books as references in my writing, including this informative and comprehensive resource. If

you're looking for compelling plot and character ideas or interesting details to enhance a story

line, or if you're just a curious fan of mythos, Bane's books are fantastic!”

Nicholas Freitas, “Really great book. So, I’m a software developer and I’m looking for some

inspiration for a game and this book, is pure gold. It’s a wonderful tome of ideas and themes

and symbols in the form of mythical objects. Behind each one, interesting and wonderful

descriptions and stories.This is absolutely worth the money. I’m in love with this book. It’s worth

it. Get it. Seriously.”

The book by Theresa Bane has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 24 people have provided feedback.
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